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Lopikast (Lopinavir 200 mg, Ritonavir 50 mg)

  

When ordering a prepaid course - a discount of 3000 rubles! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
10000,00 ?.

10000,00 ?.

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerAprazer  

Description 

Basic informationDescriptionOrder, delivery and payment

Buy Lopikast (Lopinavir 200 mg, Ritonavir 50 mg)

Lopicast, a drug for the treatment of HIV and recommended for the treatment of coronavirus, is manufactured by the Indian company Aprazer at
the production facilities of India's largest drug manufacturer, Natco Pharma Ltd. You can buy Lopikast with fast delivery at the pharmacy.

Price for Lopicast (lopinavir 200 mg, ritonavir 50 mg)

The drug Lopikast is licensed from the manufacturer of the original drug - Kaletra, which was developed by American and German
pharmacologists to fight the human immunodeficiency virus. WHO has transferred the recipe and the license to manufacture this drug to reliable
pharmaceutical companies in India, including Aprazer. Low labor costs, reduced tax burden and some other factors allow Lopikast to be offered
to consumers several times cheaper than the original. The threat of the spread of coronavirus makes the drug in demand and necessary, but
this does not affect the cost of the pharmacy, the drug is available for order at the specified price.
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Reviews on Lopikast

Studies have shown that the active agent lopinavir in Lopicast acts on a protein in the DNA of infected cells, destroying the transport and
replication system of the virus. This helps to stop the spread of the disease. The ritonavir contained in the drug helps to achieve the maximum
concentration of liponavir in the body, which enhances the effectiveness of the tablets. Reviews of Lopikast tablets from those who have already
taken the medicine indicate a rapid decrease in viral load in HIV infection and the beneficial effects of the drug on the body as a whole with
hepatitis B. According to virologists, treatment of coronavirus with Lopikast should completely eliminate the disease.

Description of tablets Lopicast

Each Lopicast tablet contains 200 mg of lopinavir and 50 mg of ritonavir. The package contains 120 tablets, which are packed in a plastic tube
with a lid. The expiration date, composition and manufacturer's brand marks are indicated on the cardboard box with the medicine.

Reception methods

As a therapy against HIV, Lopikast is taken once a day, two tablets at a time. The dosage can be changed according to the recommendations of
the attending physician. For the treatment and prevention of coronavirus, you should consult a doctor for the dosage and method of
administration!

Contraindications

The drug is not recommended for people under 3 years old or weighing less than 40 kilograms, as well as for individual intolerance to the
components of the drug.

How to order Lopikast (Lopinavir 200 mg, Ritonavir 50 mg)?

To order Lopikast antiviral agent you need:

fill out a special form on the website;
call one of the indicated numbers;
or write a message in Viber.

After contacting the pharmacy consultant, the order will be immediately sent to the express delivery department.

Delivery of Lopikast (lopinavir 200 mg, ritonavir 50 mg)

Due to the impending coronavirus epidemic, Lopikast tablets are being delivered urgently. Our online pharmacy sends medicine to all cities in
the country using the Russian Post and the EMC courier service. You can learn more about the terms and conditions of delivery from the
consultant on the website.

Lopikast payment

There are two payment options for Lopicast tablets in our online pharmacy:

before receiving them. You can pay for medicines and get a discount for the entire amount of the order;
after receiving them. Payment for the order is carried out after receiving the drugs.

Cash and non-cash funds are accepted for settlement.
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